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In the rose concordance, Angela Carr sets up the rules for a
game and then breaks them. The poems trace a constellation
of fountains, whose waters lap from an erotic medieval poem
through contemporary art and film. Luxury rushes headlong
into Felony, Love hears Irony in Ecstasy. Like fountains, these
poems resist any one enduring shape or reading. For in Carr’s
voice, water is dappled, and wind catches the fountain and
moves it sideways at night when no one is looking. In the 
gentle mist of words, complicity is vilified, abjection is inter-
rogated and the precious is tenderly chided. Carr’s first book, 
Ropewalk, is an underground classic of highwire suspension, 
and her second, the rose concordance, is a fountain garden that
invites the reader to tarry, and drink.          `

96 pages; 5x8; paperback
1 897388 46 2 | 978 1 897388 46 4
$18.00
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the rose concordance
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In the rose concordance, angela carr sets up the rules for a game and 
then breaks them. the poems trace a constellation of fountains, whose waters lap 
from an erotic medieval poem. luxury rushes headlong into Felony, love hears 
Irony in ecstasy. like fountains, these poems resist any one enduring shape or 
reading. For in carr’s voice, water is dappled, and wind catches the fountain and 
moves it sideways at night when no one is looking. In the mist of words, complicity 
is vilified and the precious is tenderly chided. the rose concordance is a 
fountain garden that invites the reader to tarry, and drink.
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Cartilage of the reader, 
 the book’s completion 
        is a softness

How hard is the heart that loves not in May
Moult a dur cuer qui en mai n'aime

events
Medana, Slovenia. 
 Days of Poetry and Wine International 
 Literary Festival, August 25-30, 2009.
   
New York. 
 Belladonna ADFEMPO conference at NYU, 
 September 24-5, 2009. 
 
Capilano University, 
 Open Text reading series, lunch time reading 
 and afternoon class visit

Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design, 
 On Edge Reading series, 7pm

toronto launch October 22, Magpie Tavern    montreal launch October 29, Librairie Le Port de Tête
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